CTSS Library

1. RDFLX

If the input line was longer than 84 characters (including the carriage return) RDFLX would cause a protection mode violation. RDFLX has been modified so that the protection mode violation does not occur and the input line is truncated after the 84th character. A future version of RDFLX will allow input lines longer than 84 characters.

2. Subroutinized Entries to CTSS

The library now contains subroutines for the following CTSS entries:

TSSFIL
USRFIL
GETCØM
CØMFIL
CHNCØM
SETCLS
SETCLC
GETCCLS
GETCLC
GETCLLS

These subroutines allow calls to the supervisor of the form:

TSX $GETCØM,4 rather than, TSX GETCØM,4
arguments arguments
... ...
GETCØM TIA =HGETCØM